Box Card
shared by Susan Legits at Albuquerque Regional 10/22/2011

Paper is 8 ½” x 11”
1. On the 11” side score at 2 ½”, 4”, 7” 8 ½”

2. On the 8 ½” side score at 1 ½” and 7”

3. Cut and remove the outer rectangle on
each corner.

4. Cut on the 1 ½” score line to the 4” mark
and the 7” mark from each side. (This
makes the tabs that glue down to form
the box.)

5. Make a mark at 5 ½” on both of the 11”
sides. Score a diagonal from that mark to
the nearest intersection. (This should be
where the 4” intersects with the 1 ½”
score line and the 7” intersects with the 1
½” score line). This is where your box
folds in to collapse.

6. Fold well on all score lines. (The ends are
shown folded. Fold the inner long
straight lines (4” & 7” scores) in towards
the box. Fold the outer long straight lines
(2 ½” & 8 ½” scores) away from the box.

7. Put glue (or sticky strip) on the 4 flaps to
the make the box.

8. When you are done and the box is folded
flat, it will be ¼” too big on both sides. If
you trim off ¼” off each long edge, it will
fit into a Stampin’ Up! medium envelope.

The layers you need to stamp on are:
(2) 2-1/8” x 5-1/8” and (1) 2 ¼” x 5 ¼”
Belly band (if desired) is 11” x 1-3/4”, layer is 11” x 1-1/2”

Ideas for a box card:
Birthday with candles or crayons, Flowers with a sachet, Winter or snowman with hot chocolate or
oatmeal packet, Get well with soup packet or tea, Fall with apple cider packet, Any style with a gift card,
Morning Cup stamp set with a coffee or tea packet.
Additional Samples shared by Susan:

